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Contact Information

Full name: Mandisa Avutia
E-mail address: mandisa@mandisaavutia.online
Phone number: 0829541770
Website: www.mandisaavutia.online
Social Media Accounts: Facebook and Instagram
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AUTHOR BIO

Mandisa Avutia is a Johannesburg based writer and author of
The Girl from the Hole and the AfriCan Authors’ Awards 2020
Fiction Novel category winner, Anathi A Lifeless Womb, the
first of three books in her Truth-seeker series.

Avutia writes fiction, that tackles the generational secrets
within families. In the truth seeker series, she follows three
generations of women from the same family and maps how
their individual choices affect the whole. Book two of the series,
Amahle: The Love You Seek is currently available on Avutia’s
website at a special launch price. She is currently working on
the third and final book of the series Ncane, which she hopes to
release end of 2021.
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The truth-seeker series seeks t explore generational patterns
that keep us stuck. Books dedicated to bringing awareness to
how family patterns ignored repeat themselves until someone
in the family takes up the mission to break them and free past
and future generations in their lineage.

Avutia hopes, to help black families, especially women, to
confront their hurt, heal it and free themselves from a life half-
lived. She believes fiction rooted in reality is one of the best
ways to interrogate one’s past.

She also helps other writers with their writing and promotional
journey, with the understanding that money can be tight for
new writers and therefore her rates are customized for each
client. Her biggest concern is being part of the solution to
the calibre of books released in South Africa. She envisions a
literary scene where all authors support each other and find
ways to improve the levels of reading in South Africa. With
her initiative, the Aurthors’ Corner, she hopes to bring self-
published authors together in a way that builds the authors,
their readership and their writing and marketing skills.

Avutia has been reading since she could make sense of
the symbols across the pages, and writing since she was 15,
after her English teacher at Saint Stithians Girls’ College
in Johannesburg, encouraged her to keep writing when she
produced a short story about the absence of her father. She has
since delved into talking and healing the childhood emotional
traumas through her writing, with the hope that all who read
her books may find comfort in not being alone and the courage
to heal. And more importantly, she hopes she finds her own
healing through writing so she can be better equipped to parent
her two sons, Qhawe and Shaka. And become a better wife to
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her husband and longtime friend, Thom.
Avutia is all about being “the people’s” author and so she

loves chatting and catching up with all her readers. If you don’t
have her on your Whatsapp list, then find her on Facebook and
Instagram or just drop her an email here
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New Book: Amahle The Love You
Seek

Amahle The Love You Seek 324 pages
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NEW BOOK: AMAHLE THE LOVE YOU SEEK

“Abandoned by her parents.
Broken by her grandmother.
Violated by her only friend…

Anathi throws her a lifeline, but is it too late for restoration?
Can Anathi see the unloved, unwanted and unseen child behind

Amahle’s unspeakable mistake?”

Title: Amahle The Love You Seek
Author: Mandisa Avutia
Publication date: December 2020
Available at: www.mandisaavutia.online
ISBN: 978-0-620-90718-7
Retail price: R280 excl. shipping (current launch price R250

excl. shipping)
Page count:324
Genre: Reality Fiction

Book Excerpt:
Excerpt from Amahle The Love You Seek
Chapter 32
Pg. 184

A knock on my door flings me out of sleep, my special place
screams in pain as I turn towards the door. Hewalks in, his body
like a tower, his eyes bloodshot like someone who cried himself
to sleep. He has his long black silk pyjama pants and no shirt on.
I stare at his pants, my mind takes me back to a morning him
and Mom were sprawled on the couch in the living room, days
before he decided to propose. Mom’s belly, a high mound like
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a mountain and he had his hand on it and kept kissing it and
calling Siyamthanda by name. He promised to look after her
and give her all her heart desires, “my daughter deserves only
the best, you will always have only the best little one. I can’t wait
to meet you,” he said. My heart coiled, folded and zipped itself
up when I saw how happy he and Mom were over this child they
had not met yet except for alien-looking scans. That’s when
I started to try harder to be in his vision. I cuddled with him
during MasterChef, his favourite cook became my favourite
cook, my favourite ice cream flavour was Vanilla before he
introduced chocolate chip and on days I knew he would be
the one to take me to my swimming lessons, I did more than
Mr Martins asked, I morphed into a star. I, too, wanted to
deserve and always have the best and I had to prove to him I am
worthy before Siyamthanda arrived. What a thing to be loved
before you even enter the world. And maybe, he collected all
my efforts, maybe I let him think…
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Interview Resources

Interview Resources:
Interview on Amahle on Facebook Live
Conversation with Mandisa Avutia: The Mothering

Creative
How to deal with the challenges of growing up with a
father in your life with Mandisa Avutia

Possible questions:

• What inspired the Truth-seeker series?
• How can Black families start ” to family” well?
• What does one do after recognizing their family’s dysfunc-

tional patterns?
• Why do you think people shy away from healing their

childhood trauma?
• What does your ideal world look like for the Black family

structure?
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https://www.facebook.com/dinah.mahlabegoane/videos/2111499792322657
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The Girl From The Hole: Click for a brief synopsis
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Anathi A Lifeless Womb: Click for a brief synopsis
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